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Abstract
Sharable Knowledge Objects (SKO's) are portable Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) modules that help teachers teach and students learn Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) topics. We are developing and testing these SKO’s as one of the four STEM Grand Challenge projects funded by the Office of Naval Research. The project develops an enhanced version of AutoTutor that uses animated conversational agents to hold conversations with learners in natural language while they learn the knowledge, procedures, and skills of Algebra I. The goal is to produce efficient and cost-effective ITS modules on STEM topics that are comparable with experienced human tutors. The presentation will cover the following aspects of this project: (1) relevant theory of learning, such as the expectation-misconception tailored dialog in tutoring, (2) signature enabling technologies such as semantic representation analysis, (3) useful implementation details such as assembling mathematics content and implementing cognitive task analysis methods, and (4) empirical efficacy studies to test advanced learning technology in classrooms.
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